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ABSTRACT
This experimental study aims to explore the Lagrangian nature of fluid transport downstream of a bileaflet mechanical aortic valve under
different malfunction scenarios that might be encountered clinically. Time-resolved planar particle image velocimetry measurements are
performed to extract instantaneous velocity fields downstream of the bileaflet mechanical valve implanted in an elastic aortic model. The
results show an increase in particle residence time with the severity of malfunction. This is attributed to the expansion of the recirculation
regions downstream of the valve. The time-evolution of Lagrangian coherent structures over one cardiac cycle (using finite-time Lyapunov
exponent fields) shows the effect of valve dysfunction on the material transport and its barriers inside the aorta. The unbalanced flow through
the dysfunctional leaflets leads to a significant redistribution of the LCS, thus the fluid transport along the ascending aorta. Moreover, a new
technique for the evaluation of the highest accumulated shear stresses is applied along the Lagrangian trajectory of particles being released
from the extracted Lagrangian coherent structures where the highest stretching occurs. Finally, the induced non-laminar flow behavior by the
valve dysfunction is analyzed using the time-frequency spectra of velocity signals at selected points in the ascending aorta.

© 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0021372., s

I. INTRODUCTION

The aorta is the largest artery that carries the main blood sup-
ply in our body. It is connected to the left ventricle through a native
valve called the aortic valve (AV). Three leaflets form the AV where
their arrangement allows for a one-way flow from the left ventri-
cle to the ascending aorta. A known disease that affects the aortic
valve is aortic stenosis (AS). It can be congenital (bicuspid valve) or
acquired due to a degenerative process.1 Moderate to severe AS has
age-related prevalence ranging from 0.02% (in young patients) to
2.8% (in older patients).2 In the presence of AS, left ventricular after-
load increases causing a progressive effect on the left ventricle from
hypertrophy to systolic and diastolic dysfunction.3 In patients with
severe symptomatic AS, the recommended management technique
is aortic valve replacement where a prosthetic valve is used to replace

the native valve.4 The valve type can be either biological or mechan-
ical where each one has its pros and cons. The bileaflet mechani-
cal aortic valve (BMAV) is the most known mechanical valve and
is highly recommended for young patients (<65 years old) due to
its longer durability in contrast to the bioprosthetic valves.5,6 Usu-
ally, BMAV replacement requires lifelong anticoagulation therapy
in order to avoid thromboembolic events.7 However, thrombosis
can still occur with a rate varying between 0.7% and 6%.8,9 Another
complication that appears with BMAVs is pannus formation around
the suture location.10 Both thrombosis and pannus formation can
restrict the movement of the leaflets causing a significant disturbance
to the flow inside the ascending aorta.10 Many previous studies,
including our own, investigated the flow in the ascending aorta with
a normal or dysfunctional BMAV.11–18 Bluestein et al.11 noticed a
relation between the vortex shedding and the elevated shear stress
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in the wake of a normally operating BMAV, suggesting a propensity
for platelet activation. According to their study, the trajectories of
platelets become longer within the wake region leading to a larger
harvest of shear stresses. Moreover, they observed a phenomenon
called vortex pairing,19 where adjacent vortices combine to form a
larger vortical structure that brings activated platelets together.11

Bluestein et al.20 reported the shear stress induced on the platelets
when the valve is tilted relative to the aortic root. They noticed that
the platelets near the leaflets can be activated within only one car-
diac cycle.20 This happens as a result of the high level of deformation
stresses, which is caused by the high acceleration of the jet and a sud-
den deceleration in the wake.20 Min Yun et al.21 noticed that a high
probability of platelet damage can occur in recirculation regions;
therefore, they recommended studying the blood damage by focus-
ing on high flow mixing zones. As one might expect, in the case
of leaflet dysfunction, velocity magnitudes in the ascending aorta
downstream of the free moving leaflet increase significantly exceed-
ing the normal expected values.12,18 Moreover, with an increasing
degree of dysfunction, the vortical structures downstream of the
valve occupy a larger area in the ascending aorta,12 which can also
promote platelet aggregation.11

As most of previous studies rely on Eulerian parameters to
investigate the flow downstream of a BMAV, the reader may ques-
tion the need to perform analyses from a Lagrangian perspec-
tive. In fluid mechanics, Eulerian analyses are not always the best
approach when identifying the complexity of a flow. For instance,
Cucitore et al.22 demonstrated that using the velocity gradient ten-
sor alone (an Eulerian parameter) makes it difficult to relate the
behavior of two fluid elements located within a certain spatial
extension of a vortex. Moreover, according to Provenzale,23 parti-
cle trajectories in time-dependent flows may become chaotic in the
Lagrangian perspective, even though the Eulerian dynamics appear
to be simple. Consequently, extra caution is required when analyz-
ing the flow characteristics from an Eulerian perspective when a
Lagrangian analysis is more appropriate. This includes, for example,
flow recirculation, separation, and stagnation in the cardiovascular
system.24

In view of these points, the importance of identifying
Lagrangian coherent structures (LCSs) in the cardiovascular system
has attracted many investigations.25–30 A precise definition of LCSs
can provide a description of fluid transport by highlighting robust
material boundaries that separate distinct fluid dynamics. As such,
LCSs can provide a better understanding of the unsteady hemody-
namics in cardiovascular flows. For instance, Shadden et al.31 used
LCSs to analyze the aortic flow using a multidimensional FSI model
of a stenotic aortic valve. They noticed that LCSs can present an
accurate measure of the aortic jet area for clinical assessment of
aortic stenosis.

Arzani and Shadden32 described the fluid transport inside
abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs) using FTLEs where they
described separation regions, transport of coherent vortices, mixing
regions, and the jet impingement on the aortic wall. They noticed
that the exact location of separation and precise delineation bound-
ary of vortices are better-described using LCSs, while the ability of
instantaneous velocity fields to distinguish such phenomena was
questionable.32

Di Labbio et al.33 investigated the left ventricular flow in the
presence of aortic regurgitation. They found that left ventricular flow

displays persistent attracting LCSs, which could present a favorable
environment for platelet activation and agglomeration, especially
for particles with long residence times. Joly et al.29 investigated the
stagnation regions inside AAAs using LCSs where they suggested
tracking the progression of stagnation zones inside AAAs to pre-
dict their growth and rupture. Olcay et al.28 investigated a stenotic
aortic jet using LCSs. They showed the difference between orga-
nized vortex boundaries in the case of normal native valve leaflets
and destructed vortex boundaries in the case of moderate and severe
stenotic valves. Badas et al.26 used LCSs to investigate the flow inside
three different cases of left ventricular flows: healthy, dilated, and
with a mitral mechanical valve. They considered three-dimensional
finite-time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) fields where they noticed
significant differences in left ventricular LCS patterns between the
healthy and mitral mechanical valve cases. Interestingly, they found
an increase in stagnation regions in the case of the dilated ventri-
cle. Overall, they used FTLE to characterize the mixing inside the
left ventricle under various physiological conditions. Finally, Shad-
den and Hendabadi34 noticed that in a stenotic vessel, higher platelet
activation potential is maximized along the repelling LCSs.

As discussed above, FTLE fields were used extensively in a vari-
ety of cardiovascular flows. However, LCSs have not been used to
investigate the flow downstream of a mechanical aortic valve, except
for the work of Miron et al.35 In their study, they used LCSs to ana-
lyze the wakes that develop downstream of a BMAV. Their study
was limited to a normally functioning BMAV in a rigid aorta with-
out the sinuses of Valsalva. Nevertheless, their approach combining
FTLEs and time-frequency spectra allowed for an in-depth investi-
gation of the flow in terms of development of the vortex streets and
their shedding frequency.

To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has investi-
gated LCSs in an anatomically correct ascending aorta downstream
of normal and dysfunctional bileaflet mechanical valves. In this con-
tribution, we identify attracting and repelling LCSs and their role
in the accumulation of shear stresses and risks of platelet activa-
tions. We also investigate the effect of BMAV dysfunction on the
particle residence time (PRT) and turbulence and intermittency gen-
eration in the ascending aorta. The rest of this paper is structured
as follows: we present our experimental setup and describe our
methodology including the calculation of particle residence time and
the extraction of LCSs and time-frequency spectra from the time-
resolved velocity fields (Sec. II); we then present our results and how
BMAV dysfunction significantly impacts the flow characteristics in
the ascending aorta (Sec. III). Finally, we provide a short discus-
sion and conclusion (Sec. IV) of our results and the main limitations
(Sec. V) associated with our study.

II. METHODS
A. Experimental setup

An in-house double activation left heart duplicator is used to
generate physiological flow conditions inside the left heart. The
duplicator has elastic left heart chambers including the left atrium,
the left ventricle, and the aorta. The three chambers are made of
transparent silicone (XIAMETER RTV-4234-T4) by brush-coating
on 3D printed models of the heart chambers. The wall thickness
along the aortic silicone mold varies between 2.53 mm for the
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straight part and 1.76 mm at the sinus region. The silicone has a
tensile strength of 6.7 MPa, and its elongation at break is 400%.
The maximum wall displacement (during experiments) is 2.35 mm,
which occurs close to the sinotubular junction, while the top part
of the aorta has the minimum wall displacement of 1.0 mm. A mix-
ture of water and glycerol is used with water composing 60% of its
volume. The mixture has a density of 1100 kg/m3 and a dynamic
viscosity of 0.0042 Pa s. The BMAV used in this study is a St. Jude
Regent 27A-101 with an internal diameter of 24.9 mm. The valve is
placed below the sinuses of Valsalva. The orientation of the leaflets
relative to the sinuses follows the recommendation in Ref. 36. The
duplicator relies on hydraulic activation of the left ventricle in order
to generate its physiological flow waveforms. To do that, the left
ventricle is enclosed in a hydraulic chamber, which is connected
to a piston-cylinder arrangement. The piston moves using a linear
motor (LinMot P01-37 × 120, NTI AG; Spreitenbach, Switzerland),
which is controlled by means of a LabVIEW (National Instruments;
Austin, TX, USA) graphical user interface. The piston moves fol-
lowing a waveform that induces the systolic and diastolic phases on
the ventricle. A detailed description of the simulator can be found
in Refs. 18 and 27. In order to match the refractive indices (RI),
the aorta is placed inside an open surface chamber (made of Lucite)

filled with the same water/glycerol mixture (RI = 1.39), which is very
close to that of the silicone used (RI = 1.41). To reproduce differ-
ent scenarios of BMAV dysfunction that can be found in patients,
the BMAV leaflet movement is restricted. Six cases are investigated:
normal (N), sinus leaflet partially blocked (SLP), non-sinus leaflet
partially blocked (NSLP), both leaflets partially blocked (BLP), sinus
leaflet totally blocked (SLT), and non-sinus leaflet totally blocked
(NSLT); for a schematic, see Fig. 1. The other experimental condi-
tions consist of cardiac output = 4.3 ± 0.12 l/min, heart rate = 70
bpm, systolic pressure = 125 ± 3 mm Hg, and diastolic pressure
= 70 ± 3 mm Hg. This corresponds to a Reynolds number of 3505
and a Womersley number of 16.47. The aortic flow rate is mea-
sured using a magnetic inductive flow sensor (ProSense FMM50-
102, Munich, Germany). The aortic pressure (reported in Fig. 1)
is measured using a fiber optic pressure sensor (FISO FOP-M260,
QC, Canada; range −300 mm Hg to 300 mm Hg; and resolution
<3 mm Hg).

B. Particle image velocimetry
Planar time-resolved particle image velocimetry (TR-PIV)

measurements are carried out using a double-pulsed Nd-YLF laser

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup showing the components of the left heart duplicator and their arrangement. The left ventricle is activated using a labVIEW-
controlled linear motor. On the top right, a gray border table shows a section of the aorta and the location of the mechanical valve. The maximum opening position of the
leaflets is depicted for all cases where N stands for normal, SLP for sinus-side leaflet partially blocked, NSLP for non-sinus-side leaflet partially blocked, BLP for both leaflets
partially blocked, SLT for sinus-side leaflet totally blocked, and NSLT for non-sinus-side leaflet totally blocked. The location of the laser sheet relative to the valve is indicated
by the green line on the N case schematic. The aortic flow (red curve) and pressure (blue curve) waveforms are shown in the middle right gray cell.
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with a 10 mJ pulse energy, a 527 nm wavelength, and a repetition rate
range between 0.2 kHz and 20 kHz (LDY301, Litron Lasers; Rugby,
England). The laser sheet (1 mm in thickness) is located at the cen-
ter of the bileaflet mechanical heart valve normal to the leaflets, as
shown in Fig. 1. The fluid inside the heart simulator is seeded with
polyamide particles (with 50 μm diameter, particle settling velocity =
20 μm/s, Stokes number = 2.3 ⋅ 10−4) in order to the scatter the light
emitted by the laser. The images of scattered light are captured using
a Phantom V9.1 high-speed camera with a frame rate of 400 fps
at the full resolution of 1632 × 1200 pixels (Vision Research, Inc.,
Wayne, NJ, USA). Each image has two consecutive frames each cap-
turing the effect of a laser pulse. Two time-delay values between the
laser pulses are used in the experiments, where 400 μs is used with
cases N, SLP, and NSLP, while 600 μs are used with cases BLP, SLT,
and NSLT. The choice of the different time-delay values enhances
the accuracy of the obtained velocity vectors and allows for fulfilling
the 1/4 rule.37 Post-processing of the recorded images is carried out
using a multiple-pass fast Fourier transform cross-correlation with
an initial 64 × 64 and a final 16 × 16 pixel2 interrogation window
with a 50% overlap. The spacing between velocity vectors is 0.55 mm.
A median filter is used to remove vectors with signal-to-noise ratio
<1.5. By following the guidelines in Ref. 37, the minimum confidence
level in velocity fields is 95%.

C. Particle residence time (PRT)
We investigate the particle residence time (PRT) inside the

ascending aorta, which is the amount of time a fluid particle will
reside inside the aorta. In order to compute PRT, we construct a
refined advection grid filled with massless fluid particles, then the
interpolated velocity field (over the refined grid) was integrated
using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme to track the trajec-
tories of the advected particles, as discussed in Ref. 38. Since the
Lagrangian particle trajectories are time-dependent,38 we computed
the PRT using ten different release times,32 equally spaced along the
cardiac cycle, for all reported cases. The particles have been followed
for a total of four consecutive cycles. A particle is considered to leave
the domain when it reaches the boundary of the domain from any
side, including the bottom, upper, and side walls. The original grid is
refined 16 times where the number of advected particles is 1 917 405
± 91 683. The dependency of the PRT value on the spatial and tem-
poral refinement of the velocity field is tested by considering the
ratio between different PRT ranges. The PRT ratio independence is
achieved with grid and time refinements of 8 and 4, respectively. The
adopted larger refinement ensures smoother PRT maps. To quantify
the PRT variation between all cases, we computed the particle res-
idence index (PRI).38 The PRI is evaluated by dividing the number
of remaining particles (at any time instant) by the total number of
released particles. The PRI has an initial value of 1.38

D. Lagrangian coherent structures
According to Haller39,40 and Shadden et al.41 using FTLEs is

a good approach to extract LCSs from a fluid flow. A FTLE field
represents an average of the maximum expansion rate of a pair of
closely adjacent particles advected in the flow. For a fluid domain
with a time-dependent velocity field u(x, t), a particle with initial
location x0 at time t0 is advected to follow the trajectory x(t; t0, x0).

A flow map M can be used to move the particle between different
positions as follows:

x0 ↦Mt+τ
t0 (x0) = x(t0 + τ; t0, x0), (1)

where τ is the time interval. Based on the explanation of Shad-
den et al.,41 if we considered an arbitrary-oriented particle located
an infinitesimal distance away δx(t0) from the particle at x(t0),
the maximum stretching will happen when δx(t0) is aligned with
the eigenvector that has a maximum eigenvalue λmax of the right
Cauchy–Green deformation tensor Δ,

Δt0+τ
t0 (x) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

dMt0+τ
t0 (x)
dx

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

∗⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

dMt0+τ
t0 (x)
dx

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (2)

where [ ]∗ represents the transpose of matrix [ ], then
max
δx(t0)∥δx(t0 + τ)∥ =

√
λmax(Δ(x))∥δx(t0)∥ = eσ

τ
t0
(x)∣τ∣∥δx(t0)∥, (3)

στt0(x, t) = 1
2∣τ∣ ln λmax(Δ(x)), (4)

where στt0(x, t) is the FTLE. Therefore, FTLEs by definition can be
evaluated with both negative and positive time intervals. For posi-
tive time intervals, the FTLE will measure the separation forward in
time, which reveals an approximation of repelling LCSs. For nega-
tive time intervals, the FTLE will evaluate the separation of parti-
cle trajectories backward in time, which highlights attracting LCSs
in forward time. To compute the FTLE fields, a grid of massless
particles is advected in the flow field (as for the PRT calculation)
using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme with a bicubic inter-
polation to compute an approximation of the velocity at the new
particle location. For the derivatives (which are used to compute
the Cauchy–Green tensor), an explicit second-order centered finite-
difference scheme is used. The value of the time interval τ for the
FTLE computation is dependent on the relevant time scale of the
analyzed flow.42 Therefore, increasing τ will result in sharper FTLE
lines; however, the possibility of particles leaving the flow domain for
large τ should be considered. In our FTLE computations, we used a
single time interval for all cases (τ/T = 0.17), which is defined by the
length and time scale of the investigated flow.

E. Time-frequency spectra
As the flow behind a dysfunction bileaflet mechanical heart

valve (BMHV) becomes highly disturbed, we—in order to evaluate
the downstream flow turbulence—performed contentious wavelet
transform (CWT) analysis on velocity signals extracted at three loca-
tions of interest inside the aorta. The two velocity components (u
and v) are considered in the analysis. The first two points are located
above the two lateral jets; the third is located in the middle of the
ascending aorta above the sinotubular junction. The three points are
shown in Fig. 1. Considering the velocity component values at a cer-
tain location as our time varying signal f (t), then time-frequency
analysis (using continuous wavelet transform) is performed on it
using a complex Morlet wavelet ψ(t) [Eq. (6)] that can be shifted
through the signal providing the time-localization while the scal-
ing is used to retrieve different wavelengths scales. Both scaling and
shifting parameters correspond to a and b, respectively, in Eq. (5).
As such, analysis can identify turbulence in fluid mechanics;35,43 we
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show the velocity disturbances by displaying power intermittency at
high frequencies,43

Wψ(a, b) = 1√
a ∫

+∞

−∞
f (t)ψ∗a,b(t)dt, (5)

ψ(t) = π−1/4eiω0te−t
2/2. (6)

III. RESULTS
A. Retained and ejected flow

The particle residence time map was computed for all cases as
reported in Sec. II. As we used ten different release times for the
PRT and PRI computations, we report the PRI values by consid-
ering the PRT values from all release times. The results (in Fig. 2
and Table I) show that for all cases, the large majority (>90%) of
released particles leave the ascending aorta within the first cycle. The
lowest values of PRI are obtained for the N and NSLT cases with
2.87% and 3.88%, respectively. By the end of the second cycle, we
can observe that only a small fraction (<1%) of the released particles
remained in the ascending aorta with the most critical case being the
SLT case (0.85%). Figure 9 (see the Appendix) shows an example of
a PRT map with a release time at t/T = 0.49. Overall, two interesting
points can be noticed from the PRT and PRI analyses: (1) the parti-
cles remaining in the ascending aorta beyond two consecutive cycles,
despite their low relative percentage, have the tendency to be more
localized in a region lower than one valve diameter from the valve.
This is important since this may trigger thrombosis and lead to a
further progression of the severity of the valve dysfunction; (2) for
the same level of severity, the orientation of the dysfunctional leaflet
makes a significant difference in terms of particle behaviors. If the
dysfunctional leaflet is the one facing the sinus of Valsalva (SLP and
SLT), then the percentage of particles retained in the ascending aorta
appears to be significantly higher. Further discussion on the above-
mentioned points will be addressed when presenting the FTLE fields.

FIG. 2. Particle Residence Index (PRI) for all cases for a duration of four cardiac
cycles.

TABLE I. PRI value (as a percentage) at the end of each cycle of three cardiac cycles
for all cases. The values in this table represent the particles released at ten equally
spaced different release times.

PRI (%)

Case 1st cycle 2nd cycle 3rd cycle

Normal 2.87 0.01 3.2 × 10−5

SLP 6.67 0.73 0.0607
NSLP 7.44 0.074 0.0013
BLP 7.16 0.263 0.0123
SLT 8.40 0.85 0.0860
NSLT 3.88 0.27 0.0193

B. FTLE fields
Attracting LCSs can be revealed by conceptually injecting dye

in the flow, which makes them less abstract when compared to the
repelling LCSs. Figure 3 shows the backward FTLE fields in the aorta
at four selected time instants during the systolic phase (t/T = 0.2,
0.27, 0.34, and 0.4). Under normal valve operation, an early forma-
tion of two mushroom-like structures (considering a planar view) at
the front of each lateral jet can be noticed. The formation of these
structures is attributed to the penetrating lateral jets that are ori-
ented toward the large sinus wall during early systole. As the lateral
jets propagate through the valve opening, two counter rotating vor-
tices are formed at each jet front due to the shear-layer roll-up at
the inlet boundary. Moreover, the upper part of the two mushroom-
like structures has a dark spiral inside the vortical structures, which
reflects the entrainment of the surrounding fluid (above the leaflets),
as noted in Ref. 44. Noticeably, the jets are tilted toward the aor-
tic wall (at instant 1). As the structures propagate in the aorta (at
instant 2), the mushroom-like structures are separated where the
top vortices are convected downstream for a short period without
significant deformation before being dissipated [see instant 2 and
Video 1 in Fig. 3 (Multimedia view)]. Furthermore, the bottom vor-
tical structures expand to fill a relatively large area at the sinus region
causing the ejected jets to slightly converge toward the center of the
aorta. Moreover, instant 1 [see also Video 1 in Fig. 3 (Multimedia
view) at t/T = 0.15–0.2] shows that the sinus captures a part of the
vortex while the side that has no sinus seems to partly degrade the
vortex. This shows the effect of the sinuses on the flow structure.
As the structures propagate further downstream, they start fading
(instant 3). The width of the jet boundary at the aortic root and at the
sinotubular junction witnesses episodes of narrowing and expand-
ing with time (see instants 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 3), which points to
the leaflets dynamics during their opening and closure. The reader
can verify these episodes by playing Video 1 in Fig. 3 (Multimedia
view) (during cardiac time t/T = 0.22–0.41). As the flow deceler-
ates (at instant 4), a deformed vortical structure expands along the
sinus region causing the sinus washout and contributing to leaflet
complete closure as in Video 1 in Fig. 3 (Multimedia view) (during
cardiac time t/T = 0.41–0.58).

By applying partial dysfunction on one leaflet, the LCSs that
define the jet boundaries lose their organized shape due to the
imbalanced flow through the leaflets, where no clear mushroom-like
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FIG. 3. Backward finite-time Lyapunov exponent fields at four time instants during the systolic phase. Inset in the top left panel shows the location of the four time instants
during the cardiac cycle [instants from (1) to (4) correspond to t/T = 0.2, 0.27, 0.34, and 0.4, respectively]. A schematic of the valve operation is inserted below each panel
in the first column. For abbreviations, see Fig. 1. The valve schematic inset below each panel is for visual illustrative purpose only. Video 1: Normal backward FTLE field.
Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0021372.1; Video 2: SLP backward FLTE field. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0021372.2; Video 3: NSLP backward
FTLE field. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0021372.3; Video 4: BLP backward FTLE field. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0021372.4; Video 5: SLT
backward FTLE field. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0021372.5; Video 6: NSLT backward FTLE field. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0021372.6

vortical structure is visible (see instant 1 for SLP and NSLP in Fig. 3).
A series of impingement between the propagating jets and the aor-
tic wall is shown in Videos 2 and 3 in Fig. 3 (Multimedia view).
The free leaflet jet propagates faster downstream, occupying a larger
area in comparison with the partially blocked side (instant 2 in SLP
and NSLP). Additionally, further downstream, the vortical struc-
tures occupy larger regions when compared to the structure from
the partially blocked side while both structures are approaching
each other. The FTLE field shows the vortex rolling along the wall
after impingement with a hook-shaped front that propagates toward
the center (at instant 2). More details about the interaction of the
downstream vortical structures are shown in Videos 2 and 3 in Fig. 3

(Multimedia view). At the same instant, the jet is deflected toward
the wall on the free leaflet side in both cases SLP and NSLP. This jet
deflection is caused by the large circulating regions downstream of
the partially blocked leaflet, which pushes the propagating jet to the
other side of the aorta (the free leaflet side). During the deceleration
phase (at instant 4), the FTLE ridges fade and the jet boundary width
(closer to the aortic root) shrinks.

When both leaflets are partially blocked, narrow FTLE ridges
are noticed from the lateral jets with non-organized mushroom-like
vortices (see instant 1 in Fig. 3). At instant 2, the previous vortical
structures fades rapidly, while two distinguished ridges define the
lateral flow jets. At peak systole (instant 3), the lateral jet boundaries
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widen and propagate parallel to the aortic wall. During the decel-
eration phase, the jet boundary becomes more deflected toward the
sinuses (instant 4). For the temporal evolution of the FTLE field of
the BLP case, see Video 4 in Fig. 3 (Multimedia view).

By totally blocking one leaflet, clear vertical mushroom-like jet
boundary structures with their side vortices are noticed at the free
leaflet side. Moreover, a delayed structure appears at the location of
the central jet, as shown at instant 1 in Fig. 3. By moving to instant
2, one can see a large dispersion of structures along the free leaflet
side and vortical structures are observed to expand laterally toward
the center close to the sinotubular junction. The vortical structures
closer to the wall are squeezed, and the rolling contact between the
vortices and the aortic wall induces a high deformation on the struc-
tures [see cardiac time t/T = 0.21–0.3 in Videos 5 and 6 in Fig. 3
(Multimedia view)]. At the same cardiac time in the videos, the

expansion of the central vortices is due to the consecutive propa-
gation of the jets where the central vortices are repeatedly formed
and deflected toward the low dynamics regions (downstream of the
blocked leaflet). At instant 3, the vortical structures stretch later-
ally near the exit of the ascending aorta, while a region of reversed
flow is also formed. A series of mixing between the reversed flow
and the central sided vortical structure is observed (see the video
for SLT and NSLT during cardiac time = 0.17 s–0.41 s), where the
resulting structure propagates upstream toward the aortic root. The
reader is referred to Videos 5 and 6 in Fig. 3 (Multimedia view) for
visual reference.

The forward FTLE fields in Fig. 4 reveal the hidden structures
in the aortic flow. The distinguished FTLE ridges exist at instant
3 in SLP and NSLP where the ridges are localized at the top of the
aortic section. Moreover, FTLE ridges are witnessed (with different

FIG. 4. Forward finite-time Lyapunov exponent field at four time instants during the systolic phase. Inset in the top row shows the location of the four time instants during
the cardiac cycle. A schematic of the valve operation is inserted below each panel. For abbreviations, see Fig. 1. The valve schematic inset below each panel is for visual
illustrative purpose only.
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dispersion) in SLT and NSLT during the four reported instants. The
importance of revealing repelling LCSs can be justified by the find-
ings of Shadden and Hendabadi34 who suggested that the platelet
activation potential is maximized on repelling LCSs. The relation-
ship between the valve dysfunction and the FTLE fields is assessed
here by computing the probability density functions (PDFs) of
forward-FTLE fields during the systolic phase, as shown in Fig. 5. All
investigated cases have asymmetric FTLE distribution. The normal
case has a narrow positively skewed distribution. Notably, the dis-
tribution broadness increases by applying valve dysfunction where
the PDFs of partially blocked cases (NSLP, SLP, and BLP) are larger
than that in the normal case and smaller than that in the totally
blocked cases (SLT and NSLT). A similar trend between the cases
is noticed in the mean value of FTLE. The PDFs of backward-FTLE
fields during the systolic phase are reported in Fig. 10.

C. Lagrangian particle advection and accumulated
shear stresses

As the FTLE fields reveal the barriers of many flow structures,
we hypothesized that different signatures of accumulated shear
stresses τacc will occur for particles released on the FTLE ridges com-
pared to other flow locations. Therefore, we selected the FTLE field
at an instant briefly after valve opening (t/T = 0.204) and placed par-
ticles on the locations of FTLE ridges (both forward and backward).
To specify the FTLE ridges, a threshold (20% of FTLEMax) is used for
all cases. Then, equally spaced particles are advected forward in time
while their corresponding τacc is computed forward in time between
t/T = 0.204 and 0.524 and backward in time between t/T = 0.204 and
0. The reader is referred to Ref. 18 for details about τacc computation.
The same particles are also advected backward in time to evaluate
the τacc they attained before reaching the FTLE ridge. Histograms
of τacc for all cases are reported in Figs. 6 and 7 corresponding to
particles advected from forward and backward FTLE, respectively.
Figure 6 shows that particles released on the FTLE ridges (in blue)
experience more elevated and distinct levels of τacc when compared
with the particles released outside the FTLE ridges. The increase
in the mean value of τacc is shown using the inset in each panel
of Fig. 6 where the particles in the normal case have the largest
increase in the mean value of τacc with 87.5% (see Video S1 in the

supplementary material). Interestingly, the lowest increase occurs
in the totally blocked cases (20.2% and 25.9% for SLT and NSLT,
respectively). For the temporal evolution of the τacc on the advected
particles of SLT and NSLT, see Videos S2 and S3 in the supplemen-
tary material, respectively. Under partial blockage of the leaflets, the
mean value of τacc increased by 22.3%, 81.0%, and 40.5% for cases
BLP, SLP, and NSLP, respectively [see the temporal evolution of τacc
following the same order in Videos S4, S5 and S6 in supplementary
material.

Now when considering attracting LCSs, Fig. 7 shows that
the particles released on the attracting LCSs (in blue) also experi-
ence more elevated levels of τacc when compared with the particles
released outside the LCS regions. The particles released on the LCS
vs not on the LCS in the normal case have an increase in the mean
value of τacc of 80.3%. Interestingly, the lowest increase occurs in
the totally blocked cases (22% and 22.9% for SLT and NSLT, respec-
tively). Under partial blockage of the leaflets, the mean value of τacc
increased by 27.2%, 86.9%, and 38.3% for cases BLP, SLP, and NSLP,
respectively.

D. Spectral analysis of velocity signals
Time-frequency spectra are reported for three probed points in

the flow field, which are located on the peak systolic backward FTLE
field at t/T = 0.34, as shown in Fig. 8. The frequency is presented
in terms of Strouhal number (St = fD/um, where f is the frequency,
D is the aortic diameter, and um is the spatially averaged peak sys-
tolic velocity). Clearly, the normal case has dominant low frequency
events at the three selected locations when compared to all dysfunc-
tional scenarios, while merely few high frequency events are noticed
at points 1 and 2. By focusing on point 3, one can notice that the
flow recovered its undisturbed nature. As intuitively expected, by
reducing the mobility of the leaflets, turbulence—driven by flow
separation from the leaflet surface—can be identified in the high
power level at the points 1 and 2 along the valve particularly for
SLP, NSLP, and BLP. These high-frequency events start with the sys-
tolic phase and expand in an intermittent manner until peak systole
(0.15 < t/T < 0.35). Shortly after peak systole, the power of high-
frequency events starts fading. Remarkably, power spectra are rel-
atively higher at the partially blocked side (point 2 and 1 in SLP

FIG. 5. Probability distribution functions of forward FTLE fields during systolic phase for all cases.
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FIG. 6. Histogram of accumulated shear stress on two sets of advected particles where the blue histogram corresponds to particles located on the forward-FTLE (repelling
LCS) and the red histogram corresponds to the particles released outside the repelling LCS. The inset inside each panel shows the mean value of accumulated shear stress
for both histograms. For abbreviations, see Fig. 1.

FIG. 7. Histogram of accumulated shear stress on two sets of advected particles where the blue histogram corresponds to particles located on the backward-FTLE (attracting
LCSs) and the red histogram corresponds to the particles released outside the attracting LCSs. The accumulated shear stress τacc is computed up to t/T = 0.52. The inset
inside each panel shows a magnified view of the histogram. For abbreviations, see Fig. 1.
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FIG. 8. Time-frequency spectra of the signal representing the v velocity component during one cardiac cycle (t/T from 0 to 1). The v velocity signal at three points downstream
the valve placed on the backward FTLE fields at t/T = 0.34. For abbreviations, see Fig. 1.

and NSLP, respectively). Downstream turbulent events at point 3
are briefly noticed in SLP and NSLP around (0.3 < t/T < 0.4), while
the flow remains undisturbed in BLP. When the leaflets are totally
blocked, multiple high-frequency high-power events start with the
systolic phase at 0.2 < t/T < 0.35 at points 2 and 1 in SLT and
NSLT, respectively. Notably, the points above the totally blocked
leaflets experience few similar events at (0.4 < t/T < 0.5), which occur
briefly after valve closure. This delayed series of turbulent events
are caused by the recirculating flow, which has a reversed direction.
The disturbance is carried downstream where high-frequency events
are noticed in point 3 for SLT and NSLT. Further analysis of the
time-frequency spectra is reported in Fig. 11.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
One important cause of BMAV dysfunction is thrombus for-

mation,8,9 and PRT and PRI can then be used to examine the ten-
dency of fluid particles to reside in the vicinity of the valve for
longer times. The percentage of particles that are retained inside the
aorta by the end of the second cycle has significantly increased for
all cases, except for the NSLP case. In the NSLT case, we noticed
that more particles are departing the domain from the valve side
(upstream) driven by a strong recirculation. In fact, PRT and PRI
can identify the level of flow recirculation or stagnation within the
circulatory system.38 Moreover, the value of PRI and the location

of the residing particle change with the degree and orientation of
the leaflet dysfunction. Therefore, certain dysfunctional cases (such
as SLP, BLP, and SLT) can be linked to more serious consequences
such as thromboembolism, which can cause coronary artery occlu-
sion.45 Lagrangian coherent structures are distinguished material
lines that separate the fluid into regions with different dynamics;
therefore, high levels of shear stresses along the LCS are expected.
In this study, we show the attracting LCSs (backward FTLE ridges)
and their ability to represent flow structures such as vortex bound-
aries and jet fronts. Moreover, LCSs are able to show the interaction
of structures with the wall and with each other. Statistically, the
PDFs of the forward FTLE field (for all cases during systole) show an
asymmetric and broad pattern, which denotes a non-uniform mix-
ing of the aortic flow.46,47 The broader distribution of the PDFs in
the partially and totally blocked cases is related to the higher strain
rates46 due to the dysfunction. In our analysis, the local maxima
of the FTLE fields revealed fluid mixing geometry in the ascending
aorta.41 Moreover, the FTLE fields can provide a better understand-
ing of the chaotic properties of fluid flow, as reported in Refs. 48
and 49 where the positive FTLE values generally indicate chaotic
advection.48

As LCSs represent a barrier between different dynamics within
the flow, the particles that are released from the LCSs therefore
show a tendency to accumulate higher levels of shear stresses in
comparison to the particles released elsewhere in the aorta. The
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increase in the level of τacc between particles released from repelling
LCS and elsewhere is at least 20%, which is consistent with the
findings in Ref. 34. This remark can be useful in computing τacc
only for particles released from the LCSs where higher values are
expected. Using such evaluation for cardiac assisting devices can
provide the values of τacc with a focus on the highest activated par-
ticles. The design of the devices can then be optimized accordingly.
As Bluestein et al.11 suggested that vortex pairing can create a large
platelet aggregate, we noticed a series of vortex pairing in the time
evolving FTLE fields [see Videos 1-6 in Fig. 3 (Multimedia view)].
Nevertheless, a clear demonstration of the vortex pairing is shown
by adding different colors (red and green) to the released parti-
cles, which shows the interaction of the LCSs (since the particles
are released from the LCSs) and the vortex pairing phenomenon.
By the end of the first cardiac cycle, the aorta contains multiple
vortex pairs that can be seen in cases SLP, NSLP, and BLP as in
Videos S7-S9 in the supplementary material respectively. As some
vortex pairs are located close to the valve, there is a high possibil-
ity of platelet deposition on the valve, which may further increase
the severity of the dysfunction.50 In the totally blocked cases (SLT
and NSLT), the possible platelet aggregate has two paths, one is fur-
ther downstream and the other toward the free leaflet, which can
also cause a possible deposition on the valve. Such a scenario can be
life-threatening.

In order to quantify the non-laminar nature of the flow down-
stream of the valve, we extracted three velocity signals and com-
puted their time-frequency spectra. The degree of identified flow
disturbance is minimal in the normal case, which is consistent with
the findings in Refs. 51 and 52 regarding the BMAV. In all cases,
the highest velocity disturbance is noticed during the systolic phase
where it is likely that the flow is affected by the flow separation
along the leaflet, as discussed in Refs. 11, 20, and 52. The highest
level of turbulence convected downstream of the valve is noticed in
NSLT and SLT cases where the high velocity penetrating jet causes
a series of vortex shedding breaking the jet side into multiple small
eddies that propagate further downstream of the valve (see the video
that corresponds to the FTLE fields of cases SLT and NSLT). More-
over, eddies are gathering particles with a high level of accumulated
shear stress, which can promote the potential of platelet aggrega-
tion.20,53 Finally, the study elucidates the importance of performing
Lagrangian analysis on the flow downstream of a BMHV, and other
cardiovascular devices, where revealing the LCSs in the flow can

provide a basis for the location of potentially activated platelets. This
study also sheds light on the potential consequences of valve dys-
function on the level of non-laminar flow further downstream the
BMAV.

V. LIMITATIONS
This study should be considered with its limitations inherent

to in vitro measurements. First, the length between the aortic root
and the ventricular outflow tract is non-anatomic, which is essen-
tial in the experiment to have a clear optical access above the aortic
root. The effect of this limitation is expected to be minor since the
left ventricular (LV) flow is usually laminar under healthy condi-
tions, and the extra length will not allow the flow to fully develop
before approaching the valve. Another limitation is the absence of
coronary flow (4% of cardiac output), which is expected to alter the
flow inside the sinus region, in particular. However, our main inter-
est is in the main flow, which is minimally affected by the coronary
flow. Despite using an elastic aortic model, the specific effect of dif-
ferent levels of peripheral expansion of the aorta on the downstream
flow is not included in this study and can be included in future stud-
ies. The 2D planar flow measurement is a limitation itself where the
flow downstream the BMAV is of complex 3D nature. Moreover,
using a straight aortic model will induce changes to the downstream
flow dynamics when compared with a curved ascending aorta. For
instance, in the curved aorta, a helical 3D flow pattern and sec-
ondary vortical structures (owing to a high Dean number) could be
noticed.54,55 The reader is referred to Ref. 56 for more details about
the effect of aortic curvature on the 2D flow pattern. Therefore, fur-
ther studies could investigate the effect of valve dysfunction on a
curved aortic model. To overcome this limitation, the selected plan
of measurement is symmetric and matches the clinical measurement
plan (in 2D studies); however, 3D measurements using tomographic
PIV (for time resolved 3D flow fields) or by scanning multiple 2D
planes (in the horizontal and vertical directions) are needed in the
future. Such investigations can reveal the effect of leaflet orienta-
tions (with respect to the sinuses) on the reported asymmetric 3D
flow field35,57,58 along with the downstream evolution of the aortic
helical flow.54,55 Finally, the released particles are treated as mass-
less particles, which is not the case for real blood. Numerical studies
can use our results as a validation benchmark by extracting a planar
slide analogous to the one investigated in this study and extend the

FIG. 9. Lagrangian particle residence
time map showing the regions where
particles reside more than two cardiac
cycles (PRT > 2 T) in blue. The ascend-
ing aorta is divided into three equally
spaced regions defined by the two hor-
izontal lines (both dashed and solid).
The distance between the regions corre-
spond to one valve diameter. For abbre-
viations, see Fig. 1.
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FIG. 10. Histograms of forward FTLE fields during one cardiac cycle for all cases. For abbreviations, see Fig. 1.

FIG. 11. Time-frequency spectra (real part) of the signal representing the v velocity component during one cardiac cycle. Each panel has four backward FTLE
fields representing four time instants during the systolic phase [(a)–(d)]. Inside each FTLE field, five velocity points are precisely located and numbered from 1
to 5. The selection of the five points is based on the development of the FTLE field at instant a, where the first two points are at the center (or as close as
possible) of the vortical structures. The remaining three points are distributed downstream of the first two points in order to capture the effect of LCS propa-
gation. In all spectral plots, the red and blue colors identify the oscillation in the velocity signal fluctuation, while the axes specify the time and Strouhal num-
ber (St) at each event. In the normal case, between the axisymmetric points (1–4), a clear symmetric spectra is noticed during all instants with a clear delay
of the high St events when moving from (1 and 2) to (3 and 4). This symmetric behavior can be deduced from the repelling LCS instants where the structures
crossing at each point tend to be axisymmetric themselves. Moreover, the spectra can show the early arrival of structures to point 4 when compared with point
3. As the structures are highly deformed, a lower St is noticed at points 3, 4, and 5. For other cases, the delay of events noticed from points (1 and 2) to
(3 and 4) is still noticeable; however, the axisymmetric spectra are only noticed in the BLP case. For other cases (SLP, NSLP, SLT, and NSLT), a clear unbal-
ance in the LCS spatial distribution is noticed, which affects the timing/frequency of the events. For the SLT and NSLT cases, extremely high oscillations (indi-
cating higher vortex shedding frequency) are noticed at point 5 (when compared with other cases), which suggests that the flow has not re-laminarized itself
by means of mixing and diffusion of momentum. Under such flow conditions, aggregation of activated platelets and carrying them further downstream can be
expected.20,53
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analysis to 3D analysis including the inertial effect on the particle
trajectories.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the temporal evolution of
the accumulated shear stresses on particles released from the for-
ward LCS (for all cases) and the particle advection mixing for cases
SLP, NSLP and BLP.
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL ILLUSTRATIONS OF PRT
MAPS, FORWARD FTLE FIELDS, AND
TIME-FREQUENCY SPECTRA

Figure 9 shows the Lagrangian particle residence time map
where particles reside more than two cardiac cycles (PRT > 2 T)
are in blue. Figure 10 shows the histograms of forward FTLE fields
during one cardiac cycle. Figure 11 shows the real part of the time-
frequency spectra of velocity signal extracted at selected location
downstream of the valve.
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